Even if we are living in the era of antibiotics, microbial infections still represent one of the major causes of mortality and morbidity worldwide. This factual reality is caused mainly by the acquisition of antimicrobials resistance, which is supported by irrational usage of antibiotics that humans developed during time. Recent focus of research is to develop novel therapeutic approaches to diminish and remove pathogenic resistant bacteria. Recent findings state that microbial, plant or animal-derived products can be directed as useful tools in modulating pathogenic bacteria virulence and resistance, with minimum effects against superior hosts. Novel approaches, using bio and nanotechnology were developed for stabilization and efficient delivery of natural antimicrobial compounds. This special issue aims to cluster recent data regarding antimicrobial therapies based on natural compounds and to underline the contribution of bio and nanotechnology to the development of new strategies for fighting pathogens. We expect that this special issue will increase the specialists awareness regarding the wide opportunity offered by naturally-originated products for the antimicrobial therapy and will reveal new prospects for integrating traditional natural compounds and last generation technologies.
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